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Unit 1: 

Activity 2, Exercise 1: Do you know where your own food or clothes come from? (digital 

version) 

Rationale: Thinking about and investigating where our food and clothes come from is a 

worthy goal in itself because it can provide opportunities for gaining a better understanding 

of our consumption habits and the fact that these can have implications for other people 

around the world.  

Please note that this exercise is provided in both digital and analogue versions. This exercise 

could be adapted for a geography class by, for instance, focusing on revising the continents 

with your students as they search for the specific countries. 

A. Before the class when you wish to do this exercise, instruct students to go to their kitchen 

and/or wardrobe and pick out five items. Learners take a picture of each item, zooming in 

the label where it says where the product is from or made. Ask learners to have these 

pictures ready for the next class. 

B. Create a word cloud. One possible tool to use is Mentimeter 

(https://www.mentimeter.com/) and search for an option ‘create a word cloud’ and select 5 

entries per participant. The website will automatically generate a numeric and a QR code.  

C. In class, share the codes with your students and ask them to type in the numeric code or 

to scan the QR. When they do this, they will be able to enter the names of the countries they 

found on their products’ labels. If digital tools are not available, you may want to highlight 

places on a world map or just collect answers on the board. 

D. Show the results of the word cloud to the students (ideally projecting them on the 

board/wall). 

E. Discuss the outcome with your students.  

Discussion questions: 

● Which continents are most prominently represented?  

● Which country is mentioned most often? 

● Are there any missing countries and why? (reflect beyond the list) 

● How do you think the items have reached your country? 

● Why do you think items such as clothes and food are imported? 

Tip: The following article “Why America stopped manufacturing its own clothes” 

about:blank
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(https://www.kqed.org/lowdown/7939/madeinamerica), which explores the story behind 

clothes manufacturing in the US from the 1960s till today, might be of use as background. 

Depending on the level, you might also want to share it with your students. 

F. Put your students in groups of four and tell the group to choose one country that 

appeared in the word cloud and research its working conditions online. Students should look 

for, e.g., average working conditions, average wages, any issues with child labour, gender 

gaps in employment, etc. in that country. Advise students to look for the above-mentioned 

keywords. They are likely to find yearly reports and newspaper articles, such as  “Average 

income around the world” https://www.worlddata.info/average-income.php, “The gender 

gap in employment: What’s holding women back?” https://www.ilo.org/infostories/en-

GB/Stories/Employment/barriers-women#intro, or “World in data” 

https://ourworldindata.org/. Given that these might be difficult to interpret, encourage 

them to ask for your help at any time during the class. Give them 15-30 minutes depending 

on their resources, level of proficiency, and range of factors to search for. Please note that, if 

need be, this task could be set as homework. 

G. Students in each group make a short presentation to the class regarding what they have 

found out about their respective country (5 mins per presentation).  

H. To round off, students can discuss as a whole class what the implications are of what they 

have discovered about their respective countries and the objects they own produced in their 

countries. The discussion should focus on the interconnections between local and global 

actions. Discussion questions: 

● Thinking of your and your peers’ presentations, what have you discovered about the 

products imported and produced in your country?  

● Do you know if similar products are being made locally, in your country? If so, which 

ones and where can these be bought? 

Do you know where your own food or clothes come from? (analogue version) 

If students do not possess a digital device at home (or if some do and others don’t) try this 

version. 

A. Before the class when you wish to do this exercise, instruct students to go to their kitchen 

and/or wardrobe and pick out five items. Ask students to write down the countries they see 

on the products’ labels.  

B.  Provide your learners with “Handout B: Following my food and clothes around the 

world”. 

 

https://www.kqed.org/lowdown/7939/madeinamerica
https://www.worlddata.info/average-income.php
https://www.ilo.org/infostories/en-GB/Stories/Employment/barriers-women#intro
https://www.ilo.org/infostories/en-GB/Stories/Employment/barriers-women#intro
https://ourworldindata.org/
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C. Arrange learners in groups and give each group one handout. 

D. Ask learners to jointly try to find the countries from their products’ labels. If available, 

encourage them to use school computers and/or an atlas and find out as much as possible 

about the countries. Ideally, they should search for the following pieces of information: 

Average working conditions, average wages, any issues with child labour, gender gaps in 

employment, etc. 

E. Each group makes a short presentation about what they have learned.  

F. Ask your learners to complete the second page of the handout and to answer the 

discussion questions. Have a group discussion with your students and write their answers on 

the board.  
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Wurkblêd B:  

Folgje dyn iten en klean oer de wrâld 
Witsto wêr’t dyn iten en dyn klean weikomme? 

Jou op ’e kaart hjirûnder de lannen oan dy’t neamd wurde op de labels fan dyn iten en klean.  

 

Source: https://freevectormaps.com/world-maps/WRLD-EPS-01-0017?ref=atr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

about:blank
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Diskusjefragen: 

• Hokker kontininten binne it sterkst fertsjintwurdige?  
• Hokker lân wurdt it faakst neamd? 
• Misse der ek lannen en wêrom? (tink fierder as de list) 
• Hoe tinkst dat de produkten hjir by ús kommen binne? 
• Wêrom tinkst dat produkten as klean en iten ymportearre wurde? 
• Tink oan de presintaasjes fan dy en dyn klasgenoaten. Wat hast ûntdutsen oer 

ymportearre produkten en de produkten dy’t hjir by ús makke wurde?  
• Witsto fan de ymportearre produkten ek oft der ferlykbere produkten hjir lokaal 

makke wurde? Yn dat gefal, hokker produkten binne dat en wêr kinst dy keapje? 

 

 

Skriuw dyn antwurden hjirûnder: 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Unit 1: 

Activity 6, Exercise 2: Language fun facts 

A. The students’ curiosity about different languages was hopefully piqued by the previous 

task and they are eager to learn more. The next task may also be completed within their 

groups or as pair work. Provide each group of learners with “Handout G: Language fun 

facts”. Give your learners a few minutes to think about the questions and decide whether 

they think the facts are true or false. If your learners are not proficient enough in English, 

you may either want to read and translate the questions with them or translate the 

sentences (possibly also with the help of translation tools such as DeepL 

https://www.deepl.com/translator) to make this task doable for your learners. We also offer 

the handout in several languages.   

B. Once the students have responded to all of the items, compare the students’ answers 

together. You might also like to let your students vote on each of the statements, if your 

students enjoy it. Then let them know whether the statements were true or false. The 

solutions are provided below and the false statements were corrected with the correct 

answer highlighted in red.  

Language fun-facts True False 

There are languages spoken by less than ten speakers. X   

Over 800 languages are spoken in Papua New Guinea, an island 

north of Australia. 

X   

Over 300 languages are spoken in the USA.   X 

The Cambodian language has the longest alphabet with more than 

70 characters. 

X   

23 of the world’s languages are spoken by half of the population of 

the world. 

  X 

In Nigeria, more people are able to speak English than in the UK. X   

There are over 200 fake languages that were made up for movies or 

books, such as for Star Trek, Game of Thrones or Avatar. 

X   

Around 60% of the world is multilingual and therefore speaks more 

than one language. 

  X 

English dominates the Internet and 80% of the information stored 

on computers is in English. 

  X 

Hawaiians have over 200 different words related to ‘rain’. X   

30% of the English words are derived from French words.   X 

Spanish is the official language in 20 countries. X   

about:blank
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C. Ask each group to decide on one fun-fact that they were most surprised by. Afterwards, 

let them share their favourite fun-facts with the whole class and encourage them to explain 

why they decided on this specific one.  

D.  Ask your learners to answer the following questions: 

● How many letters does the alphabet of the language used in your classroom have? 

Do any of your learners speak a language with more letters? 

● Is the language spoken in your classroom one of the 23 most widely spoken 

languages? 

● How many learners in your classroom are multilingual? 

● Which languages is the language spoken in your classroom related to?  

The facts were taken from two websites: https://speakt.com/language-facts/ and 

https://takelessons.com/blog/language-facts-z14.  

E. This activity may also be used during maths class to revise percentages. The following 

discussion questions may be used to explore multilingualism in numbers: 

● In the first exercise, your students engaged with the number of speakers of the world 

languages. Given that there are 8 billion people in the world, which percentage of people 

speak each world language? Ask your learners to calculate the percentages: Mandarin 

Chinese (918 million), Spanish (480 million), English (379 million as L1), Hindi (341 million), 

Bengali (300 million), Portuguese (221 million), Russian (154 million) and Japanese (128 

million). Create a pie chart to represent this information. 

● According to the language fun facts, 60% of the world’s population are multilingual. 

How many people are that in concrete numbers?  

 

  

about:blank
about:blank
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Wurkblêd G: 

Taalfeitsjes of taalfiksje 
 

Lês de folgjende stellingen en kies ‘wier’ of ‘net wier’. 

 

 
Wier 

Net 

wier 

Der binne talen dy’t troch minder as tsien minsken praten wurde.     

Yn Papoea Nij-Guinea, in eilân noardlik fan Australië, wurde mear as 

achthûndert talen sprutsen. 
    

Yn de Feriene Steaten fan Amearika wurde mear as fjouwerhûndert talen 

sprutsen. 
    

It Kambodjaansk hat it langste alfabet mei mear as santich karakters.     

De tritich grutste talen fan ’e wrâld wurde sprutsen troch de helte fan de 

wrâldbefolking. 
    

Yn Nigearia binne mear minsken dy’t Ingelsk prate kinne as yn it Feriene 

Keninkryk. 
    

Der binne mear as twahûndert sabeare talen dy’t optocht binne foar films 

of boeken, lykas Star Trek, Game of Thrones of Avatar. 
    

Likernôch in tredde fan de wrâldbefolking is meartalich en kin dus mear as 

ien taal prate. 
    

It Ingelsk dominearret it ynternet en 70 prosint fan de ynformaasje opslein 

op kompjûters is Ingelsktalich. 
    

Hawaiianen hawwe mear as twahûndert wurden dy’t te krijen ha mei 

‘rein’. 
    

20 prosint fan de Ingelske wurden binne ôflaat fan Frânske wurden.     

Spaansk is de offisjele taal yn tweintich lannen.     
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Unit 2: 

Activity 3, Exercise 1: Biodiversity loss 

 

A. Introduce the concept of “biodiversity” to your students by showing them the following 

video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6Ua_zWDH6U released by WWF, which explains 

what “biodiversity” is and its importance for the survival of our planet and for all creatures 

living on it, including human beings. 

 

B. Ask students to think about a couple of keywords related to the topic and then create a 

concept map on the blackboard as brainstorming activity. Your students might think of 

keywords such as “flora”, “fauna”, “different species”, “pollution”, “human activity”, 

“ecosystems”, “preservation”, etc. 

 

Exercise 2: Species extinction 

 

A. Divide the class into groups. Give each group Handout B and ask them to search the 

Internet for the following information regarding plant or animal species. Groups can choose 

whether to work on fauna or flora, but make sure that both are covered within the class. 

• Which plant/animal species have become extinct? When? 

• Which plant/animal species are in danger of extinction? 

• Are there and endangered animals/plants close to where you live? 

• What are the causes of these extinctions? 

• What are the consequences of these extinctions for the life of the planet and human 

beings? 

• What can be done to prevent the phenomenon of extinction? 

 

B. Each group creates a power point to present their work to the other groups. The research 

and the power point creation (or at least part of it) could be set as group homework 

activities. Remind students to include graphs and images in the presentation to make it more 

impactful, interesting, and effective. 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6Ua_zWDH6U
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Wurkblêd B       

Bedrige flora en fauna 

Sykje mei dyn groepke op ynternet nei ynformaasje oer de folgjende 

fragen. Dêrnei wurkest oan in presintaasje om dyn ûndersykswurk te 

dielen mei de klasse.  

Kies yn ’t foar oftst dy rjochtsje wolst op bisten of planten! 

 

 

 

1. Hokker planten/bisten binne útstoarn? 

 

 

2. Hokker planten/bisten wurde mei 

útstjerren bedrige? 

 

 

3. Binne der bedrige bisten/planten by dy yn ’e buert? 

 

 

4. Wat binne de oarsaken fan dat útstjerren? 

 

 

5. Wat binne de gefolgen fan it útstjerren fan 

soarten foar it libben op ierde en foar minsken? 

 

 

6. Wat kinne wy dwaan om it útstjerren fan 

soarten op te kearen?  
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Unit 3: 

Activity 4, Exercise 2: Female superheroes 

 

For this exercise, you need to put your students in small groups (3-4 students). Explain that 

they have been hired by a comic publishing company (e.g. Marvel Comics, DC Comics) to 

create a series of new superhero characters which must be female. Before drawing these 

superheroes, they need to consider what they fight for (i.e. their main cause and values), 

what their superpowers are going to be (this may include being able to speak multiple 

languages), and how they are going to look (e.g. physical appearance, clothes, special tools). 

Please use pupils’ handout A for this part of the exercise. 

 

A. Each group can create one character or more depending on the time available. They 

will draw their superhero on a piece of flip chart paper and give her a name. You should try 

to encourage the creation of superheroes that defy conventional and/or stereotypical 

representations of women as well as common physical characteristics attributed to 

superheroes (e.g. athletic, able-bodied, light-skinned). 

 

B. Invite each group to share their female superhero with the whole class and to explain 

her superpowers and what she stands for. You can either end the activity at this point or 

promote a further discussion around other groups in society that are underrepresented in 

comic books.  
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Wurkblêd A  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Hokker superkrêften hat dyn froulike superheld? Tink derom dat sy 

meardere talen prate kin! 

 

 

Wêr striidt sy foar? Tink oan saken dy’t dyn doarp of stêd en/of de 

wrâld in moaier plak meitsje soenen foar elkenien.  

 

 

Wat ark of attributen hat se by har en hoe is se klaaid? Meitsje in 

list om oan te jaan hoe’t se derút sjoch t.  
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Unit 4: 

Activity 1, Exercise 1: Warm up quiz 

 

Rationale: Taking a quiz is an accessible way for students to get introduced to the topic of 

multilingualism and linguistic diversity in the world. Discussing the answers afterwards 

provides them with basic knowledge that enables them to execute the following exercises of 

the unit. 

 

A: Introduce students to the world of multilingualism by doing the following quiz. Most 

discussion is provoked by doing the quiz not individually but with all students in class, while 

the questions are presented on a screen in front of the class. You can also use the handout 

attached to this unit. 

 

How many of the world’s 7.000 languages are in danger of becoming extinct by 2100? 

a. About 10% of the world’s 7.000 languages are endangered 

b. About 25% of the world’s 7.000 languages are endangered 

c. About half of the world’s 7.000 languages are endangered 

d. About 85% of the world’s 7.000 languages are endangered 

 

 

[GCMC answer: Numbers vary in different studies, but probably about half of the world’s 

seven thousand languages are in danger of disappearing. According to a recent study, about 

1.500 of them are likely to become extinct by 2100. Source: 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-021-01604-

y.epdf?sharing_token=5FxwvZJzesv0IJvjRz4XUNRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0OuQZ_IzCr6S9RKOs8

tUDnMDqRPiPM1uA7p7LBcV4UD7QDNIPX_hMzFSb-JQ449ZakoeSx99UMf4fUctwF0pkvVk-

lA9mRH5PTmLsBps8733KB6qop5xesp5PxV3G0hYUfifxoUbVNXbYh1VahoCM6T0eNESKZBV8

Qcx7pdia0yiymkNREsKQFcfp1SYgXpFE8%3D&tracking_referrer=www.cbsnews.com] 

  

What percentage of the world population speaks two or more languages? 

a. 20 percent 

b. 40 percent 

c. 60 percent 

d. 80 percent 

 

[GCMC answer: According to estimates, 40 percent of the world population is monolingual. 

43 percent is bilingual, 17 percent speak three or more languages. Source: 

http://ilanguages.org/bilingual.php] 

 

 

 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Which is the most widely spoken first language in the world? 

a. English 

b. Mandarin Chinese 

c. Spanish 

d. Hindi 

 

[GCMC answer: According to Ethnologue, Mandarin Chinese is spoken as a first language by 

921 million people globally. Second is Spanish (471 million people), third is English (370 

million) and fourth is Hindi (342 million). Source: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_total_number_of_speakers] 

  

Which language has the most speakers in the world, including non-first language speakers? 

a. English 

b. Mandarin Chinese 

c. Spanish 

d. Hindi 

 

[GCMC answer: According to Ethnologue, English is spoken by 1.35 billion people, Mandarin 

Chinese by 1.12 billion people. Hindi (600 million) and Spanish (543 million) rank third and 

fourth. Source: https://www.ethnologue.com/guides/ethnologue200] 

 

  

Which of the following statements about multilingualism is NOT true? 

a. Research indicates that having learned multiple languages may delay memory loss (known 

as Alzheimer’s disease) 

b. Learning multiple languages as a child complicates learning either of them properly 

c. Being multilingual enhances empathy and understanding of other cultures 

d. Having skills in more than one language increases job opportunities 

 

[GCMC answer: Learning multiple languages as a child is no problem at all. Children are able 

to learn more than one language perfectly well. The other statements are true indeed.] 

  

What is the main difference between a language and a vernacular dialect? 

a. A dialect is more similar to other language varieties, a language is more different 

b. A dialect is only spoken by few people, a language by relatively many people 

c. A language has gained higher prestige than a dialect, thanks to for example grammars and 

dictionaries, literature, and an official political status 

d. A dialect is just the flawed pronunciation of a real language 

 

[GCMC answer: the difference between a language and a dialect is an issue of historically 

acquired prestige. Written standards and governmental language policies often play a big 

role. The distance between language varieties (answer A) does not determine whether they 

are different dialects or different languages. Norwegian and Swedish for example, or spoken 

about:blank
about:blank
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Serbian and Croatian, are mutually intelligible, yet they are labelled as different languages. 

On the other hand, quite a few English L1 speakers may not be able to understand language 

varieties spoken in parts of the US, yet they are all considered to be speakers of English. 

Number of speakers (answer B) do not matter: a dialect may have many more speakers than 

certain languages. A dialect also is not a flawed pronunciation of what people may call a 

‘real’ language (answer D), it is a language variety equally real and valuable as any other 

variety.] 

 

Which country has the largest number of native Spanish speakers? 

a. USA 

b. Colombia 

c. Spain 

d. Mexico  

 

[GCMC answer: There are more than 109 million native Spanish speakers in Mexico. Source: 

https://www.worlddata.info/languages/spanish.php] 

 

Which continent has the most indigenous languages? 

a. Asia 

b. Europe 

c. Africa 

d. The Americas 

 

[GCMC answer: Asia has the most indigenous languages, closely followed by Africa. Source: 

https://www.ethnologue.com/guides/continents-most-indigenous-languages] 

 

B: Discuss in class: 

• Which answers were surprising for the students and why? 

• Were any concepts used in the questions unclear? Explain them to the students. 
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Wurkblêd A 
 

Opwaarmkwis 
Aktiviteit 1 Opdracht 1 

 

 

Kies it goede antwurd út de mearkeuzefragen hjirûnder. 

 

 

1. Hoefolle fan de 7.000 talen op ’e wrâld driigje foar 2100 út te stjerren?  

 A. Rûchwei 10% fan de 7.000 talen op ’e wrâld driigje út te stjerren 

 B. Rûchwei 25% fan de 7.000 talen op ’e wrâld driigje út te stjerren 

 C. Rûchwei de helte fan de 7.000 talen op ’e wrâld driigje út te stjerren 

 D. Rûchwei 85% fan de 7.000 talen op ’e wrâld driigje út te stjerren 

 

 

 

2. Hokker persintaazje fan de wrâldbefolking praat twa talen of mear? 

 A. 20 prosint 

 B. 40 prosint 

 C. 60 prosint 

 D. 80 prosint 

 

 

 

3. Wat is de meast sprutsen earste taal (‘memmetaal’) op ’e wrâld?  

 A. Ingelsk 

 B. Mandarijn-Sineesk 

 C. Spaansk 

 D. Hindi 

 

 

 

4. Wat is de meast sprutsen taal op ’e wrâld, net-memmetaalsprekkers meirekkene?  

 A. Ingelsk 

 B. Mandarijn-Sineesk 

 C. Spaansk 

 D. Hindi 
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5. Hokker fan de folgjende stellingen oer meartaligens is NET wier? 

 A. Undersyk wiist út dat it learen fan meardere talen helpe kin tsjin ferjitlikheid by it 

âlder wurden (bekend as de sykte fan Alzheimer) 

 B. Yn dyn jeugd meardere talen leare, makket it lestiger om in taal echt goed te 

learen  

 C. Meartalich wêze is goed foar it ynlibbingsfermogen en foar it begripen fan oare 

kultueren 

 D. Feardich wêze yn mear as ien taal fergruttet dyn baankânsen 

 

 

 

 

6. Wat is it grutste ferskil tusken in taal en in dialekt? 

 A. In dialekt ferskilt minder fan oare taalfarianten, in taal ferskilt mear 

 B. In dialekt hat mar in lyts oantal sprekkers, in taal hat in soad sprekkers 

 C. In taal hat mear oansjen as in dialekt, troch bygelyks wurdboeken, literatuer en in 

offisjele politike status 

 D. In dialekt is gewoan in ferkearde útspraak fan in echte taal 

 

 

 

7. Hokker lân hat it grutste tal Spaansktaligen? 

 A. Amearika (de Feriene Steaten) 

 B. Kolombia 

 C. Spanje 

 D. Meksiko  

 

 

 

8. Hokker kontinint hat it grutste oantal ynlânske (‘inheemse’) talen? 

 A. Azië 

 B. Europa 

 C. Afrika 

 D. Noard- en Súd-Amearika 
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Unit 4: 

Activity 2: Exploring language rights and policies: 

Exercise 2: Minority languages – the case of Irish 

[AGE GROUP 10-14] 

 

Rationale: In this exercise, students watch a video in which different people from Ireland 

explain what the Irish language means to them. Learning about a specific minority language 

gives learners an idea about the ways in which minority languages in general may function in 

society and what they mean to its speakers, especially in times of globalisation. Students are 

prompted to think about the importance of language to people’s identity. It will foster 

positive attitudes towards regional minority languages, which helps students in class who 

speak such a language feel accepted and valued. 

 

Note. This exercise could also be adapted for a geography class. Such a lesson could simply 

focus on the country of Ireland, but the exercise could also be part of a lesson on the social, 

cultural and economic dynamics of centre versus periphery in Europe, or even on the tension 

between the local and the global in this era of globalisation. 

Moreover, this exercise could also be adapted for a history class, focusing either simply on 

the Modern history of Ireland and Irish-British relations, or the exercise could be included in 

a class on decolonisation or on processes of nation-building. 

 

A: Provide students with some basic facts about the country of Ireland. Make clear to them 

that most people in Ireland have English as their mother tongue, but for 40.000 to 80.000 

people, Irish is their mother tongue. Originally, Irish was the common language of all people 

in Ireland, but over the centuries and due to English dominance, the English language has 

replaced Irish more and more. However, Irish is recognised as an official language in Ireland, 

next to English. Irish is taught in school in the whole of Ireland, but most students never 

become fluent in it.  

 

B: Show them the following video in which different people from Ireland explain what the 

Irish language means to them. Ask students to make notes about people’s answers to that 

question and then ask them to underline the most relevant terms/phrases in the 

interviewees’ responses. You can use the handout attached to this unit. (Pause or repeat the 

video if it goes too fast for students to follow.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ownuljxqCHM 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ownuljxqCHM
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[GCMC answer: I speak it every day and it’s very important to maintain it. We should use it 

more often in everyday life. We have to make bigger noise about Irish and be proud of it.] 

 

 

[GCMC answer: It’s one of the oldest languages in Europe and has a richness that other 

languages don’t have. It relates to the nature of the people here. There is nothing wrong 

with English, but bilingualism is a rich thing to have. We should be proud of Irish.] 

 

 

[GCMC answer: Irish is important to me because I’m a proud speaker of Irish. You have to be 

proud of it, otherwise people don’t speak it anymore and the language is at risk of 

disappearing.] 

 

 

[GCMC answer: Language is communication, but language is also about culture and 

attitudes. We realise only since people from Eastern Europe come to Ireland and have 

different languages and cultures. Irishmen abroad are proud of their Irish heritage. People 

used to be embarrassed about speaking Irish, but not anymore. 
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[GCMC answer: The lack of Irish I have myself is quite embarrassing. My girlfriend’s Estonian-

English bilingualism encouraged me to improve on my Irish. My mother is almost fluent and 

she teaches me now. 

 

 

[GCMC answer: We understand the importance of language as part of culture and history. 

Government isn’t doing enough to support Irish. It isn’t taught properly in school.] 

 

 

 

[GCMC answer: My children speak Irish and go to Gaelic school. I am from Belfast (Northern 

Ireland, UK) and for me it is extra important to have the Irish language next to English. A 

country without a language, is a country without a soul.] 

 

C: Ask students to name a term they underlined in their notes. Write the terms down on the 

board and discuss what these terms tell us about Irish as a minority language. For example: 

Irish is considered to be part of the Irish identity. It is not just about communication, but also 

about a sense of belonging, of culture and history. Probably more so than in the case of an 

‘unthreatened’ language like English, Irish is associated with ‘heritage’ and ‘history’, as if it is 

mainly something from the past that people feel needs to be ‘maintained’ to avoid the risk 

of ‘loss’.  

 

D: Discuss in class: 

• Why would it be difficult to maintain a minority language like Irish in the 21st 

century? 
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• Do students think the language should be preserved; why (not)? 

• Think of ways in which this could be tried. Discuss the possible role of education, 

(social) media, and what could be done to encourage parents to speak Irish to their children. 

Write ideas down on blackboard. 

 

 

Exercise 3: Putting language rights into practice: application of the European Charter for 

Regional or Minority Languages 

[AGE GROUP 14-18] 

 

Rationale: One way of protecting and promoting linguistic diversity is by adopting 

international treaties and government policies on language rights. In Europe, an important 

treaty on this issue is the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages. Teaching 

about such a treaty makes students reflect on the pros, cons and challenges of (minority) 

language policy and the role of government in protecting languages. It also raises questions 

about differing attitudes towards regional minority languages on the one hand and 

migration languages on the other. 

 

Note. This exercise could be adapted for a geography class, focusing either on European 

topography (e.g. having students study European linguistic maps online) or on European 

frameworks of cooperation (teaching students about the European Union and its 

institutions, the Council of Europe and its treaties, etc.). 

Moreover, this exercise could also be adapted for a history class, focusing on the post-War 

process of European cooperation and integration. 

 

A: Recapitulate in class that minority languages run the risk of losing speakers because of 

their weaker position in society compared to majority languages. Explain to students that 

governments can make policies to protect and support minority languages and their 

language communities, for example because they cherish linguistic diversity and cultural 

heritage. A group of countries can make international agreements about minority language 

rights. This can also be a way of accommodating possible cultural and political conflicts 

between linguistic groups. States then make policies to fulfil these international agreements. 

Now let students have a look at Article 1 of the Charter (Council of Europe, 1992), in which 

minority languages are defined: https://rm.coe.int/1680695175  (This document is also 

available in other languages). 

It says: ‘For the purposes of this Charter, a. "regional or minority languages" means 

languages that are: (i) traditionally used within a given territory of a State by nationals of 

that State who form a group numerically smaller than the rest of the State's population; and 

https://rm.coe.int/1680695175
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(ii) different from the official language(s) of that State; it does not include either dialects of 

the official language(s) of the State or the languages of migrants;  

(…) c. "non-territorial languages" means languages used by nationals of the State which 

differ from the language or languages used by the rest of the State's population but which, 

although traditionally used within the territory of the State, cannot be identified with a 

particular area thereof’ 

 

B: Let students compare the definition of a minority language they came up with in exercise 

1 to the definition in the Charter. What are differences and similarities? 

Ask students to give an example of a language that fits the Charter's definition of a ‘non-

territorial language’. 

 

[GCMC answer:] 

• Compare to exercise 1. 

• Examples in Europe are Yiddish and Roma. They are traditionally spoken in scattered 

spots across the continent. 

 

C: Let students have a look at the objectives of the European Charter:  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-charter-regional-or-minority-languages/the-

objectives-of-the-charter-   

Ask students to write down two arguments in favour of protecting minority languages by 

government policies and two arguments against it. Discuss in class. 

 

[GCMC answer:]  

reasonable arguments in favour could be: 

• Due to processes of globalisation and pressure from majority languages, regional 

minority languages tend to decrease in number of speakers. Language diversity is valuable in 

itself and therefore minority languages deserve government support. 

• Minority languages are part of a country's cultural heritage and therefore deserve 

protection. 

• Policies protecting and promoting minority languages increase the social status of this 

language, which helps speakers to feel accepted and valued. 

(more or less) reasonable arguments against it could be: 

• People have individual rights to be treated equally, irrespective of their language. 

Collective language rights go against the notion of individual equality. 

• Minority languages may undermine the unity of the state and may thus be seen as a 

threat to its stability. 

• Granting minority language rights creates too much fuss in society, i.e. the need to 

make government communications bilingual, introduce bilingual education, law, media, etc. 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-charter-regional-or-minority-languages/the-objectives-of-the-charter-
https://www.coe.int/en/web/european-charter-regional-or-minority-languages/the-objectives-of-the-charter-
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D: Have students check out this overview per country of the languages protected under the 

Charter, as well as the level of protection. 

https://rm.coe.int/languages-covered-en-rev2804/16809e4301  

Ask students to search in the list for the country they currently live in [if they are in a 

member state of the Council of Europe; otherwise, ask students to pick a random country 

from the list]. Ask them to write down the languages protected under the Charter in this 

country. 

 

E: Let’s debate together! As we have seen, the Charter cover regional, minority and non-

territorial languages that have been historically spoken in Europe, while it explicitly does not 

cover languages of immigrants. These are languages spoken within immigrant communities 

of people who moved to Europe over the past decades, for example for job opportunities or 

because they fled a conflict zone. Examples of these languages are Turkish, Berber, Arabic 

and Kurdish.  

 

Instruct your pupils to write down (individually) pro and contra arguments for the exclusion 

of migration languages from the Charter. Afterwards, split the class into two groups, with 

one group defending the position that this makes sense and the other group defending the 

position that this is unfair. The two groups debate about their respective positions with a 1 

minute pitch on each side and a 5 minute further exchange of arguments. 

 

[GCMC answer:] 

Possible arguments for the position that excluding migration languages from protections 

under the Charter makes sense: 

• History: regional and national minority languages deserve protection because they 

were historically spoken in this particular area. Migration languages have their historical 

roots elsewhere. 

• Uniqueness: regional languages deserve protection because they tend to decrease in 

number of speakers and these languages are spoken nowhere else. The heartland of 

migrants’ languages is elsewhere. If their language is in need of protection, it should be 

protected in its linguistic heartland. It is up to migrants themselves to decide whether they 

want to pass on their language to the next generation; this is not the government's 

responsibility. 

• Integration: protecting and promoting migration languages may inhibit the 

integration of migrants in their new home country. 

• Practical: the number of regional and national minorities in a given country is limited, 

whereas there will be at least some speakers of many dozens of migration languages. It is 

simply not feasible to meet the obligations under the Charter for so many languages. 

about:blank
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Possible arguments for the position that excluding migration languages from protections 

under the Charter are unfair: 

• History is a non-argument. There is no reason why a language should be protected on 

the basis of having been spoken in this particular area for a long time. All languages are 

equal and history is no basis for unequal levels of protection. 

• Protecting and promoting migration languages helps migrants feel welcome and 

appreciated and creates an environment in which migrants feel safe to participate in society. 

• If diversity and multilingualism are truly regarded as an asset, migration languages 

should be included in protective language policies too. 
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Wurkblêd C 
 

Minderheidstalen: it Iersk 
Aktiviteit 2 Opdracht 2 

 

Jim hawwe in filmke sjoen mei ferskillende minsken út Ierlân dy’t fertelle wat de Ierske taal 

foar har betsjut. Meitsje oantekeningen fan de antwurden dy’t de minsken op dy fraach 

jouwe. Understreekje dêrnei de belangrykste termen yn de antwurden fan de ynterviewden. 
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Unit 5: 
Activity 3: Let’s create fake news. 

Exercise 1: How to make fake news 

 

A. Open this link https://gijn.org/six-fake-news-techniques-and-simple-tools-to-vet-them/ on 

the school computer and project onto the board. If this is not possible, send the link to the 

students and ask them to individually explore the website (on their personal computer or 

tablet) or share the printouts of the webpage. 

 

B. Ask the students to read all steps carefully. After reading the webpage, you can ask one or 

more students to summarise the main information. 

 

Exercise 2: Try your hand at it! 

 

A. Divide the students in pairs or groups and ask them to write their own fake news about a 

topic of their interest, following the advice and steps listed on the webpage. Remind them to 

be as credible and convincing as possible! Encourage them to create their “Breaking news” 

banner using a meme generator, for example the Breaking News Meme Generator: 

https://breakyourownnews.com/. If they don’t have a personal computer or tablet in class, 

ask them to do this activity at home. Of course, make sure they don't publish it outside of 

this context! 

 

B. Instruct each pair/group to send their work to you. During the next lesson, project all the 

fake news written by the students (alternatively, you could print out the fake news on big 

sheets of paper and hang them all on the wall) and conduct a poll to find out which article is 

the most convincing and the most similar to real news. Ask your students to give a score 

from 1 to 10 for each article and instruct them to justify the given score, based on the typical 

features of fake news analysed in the previous activities. 

 

C. Award a 'prize' to the group that wrote the best article. Then discuss in plenary what 

features made the winning article better than the others. 
 

https://gijn.org/six-fake-news-techniques-and-simple-tools-to-vet-them/#_blank
https://breakyourownnews.com/#_blank

